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History Luis E. Íñigo Fernández
The essential keys and historical questions that are essential to understand the true 

history of the Spanish nation: prehistory, the pre-Roman Iberia, and Roman Hispania, the 
medieval Spanish protonation, and the Arab world, the cultural splendour and coloniza-
tion of America, the liberal and republican national project, the II Republic, the Civil War 

and the transition to democracy.

Was ancient Spain populated by giants? Did the Romans worship the fish from Cadiz? The 
Visigothic Kingdom of Toledo was the first historical embodiment of Spain? Al-Andalus Kings 
were better poets than warriors? Did the Catholic Monarchs really want to rebuild the unity of 
Spain? Could only a handful of adventurers from Spain conquer the powerful Aztec, and Inca 
Empires? How could a country in decline achieve the cultural splendour of the Spanish Golden 
Era? With what did the spanish enlightened of the 18th century dream? Was the Spanish revo-
lution of 1868 in fact “glorious” (in Spanish this revolution is called “The Glorious”)? How did 
the II Republic try to content, without success, the Catalan and Basque nationalists? Did Franco 
have identity problems? What sound did the sabres of the Spanish transition make? 

Synopsis
The essential keys and historical questions that are essential to understand the true history 
of the Spanish nation: prehistory, the pre-Roman Iberia, and Roman Hispania, the medieval 
Spanish protonation, and the Arab world, the cultural splendour and colonization of America, 
the liberal and republican national project, the II Republic, the Civil War and the transition to 
democracy.

Biography
Luis Íñigo Fernández is an author widely regarded by all readers. He holds a Mas-
ter’s Degree and PhD in History, and is the author of numerous articles, and books 
on historical themes. Specialist in educational history, he has a great capacity for 
unraveling the complex historical processes, and presents them in a comprehensi-
ble way. This ability had been demonstrated in other books such as Brief History, or 
Brief History of Spain, I and II, Brief History of the II Spanish Republic, Brief History 
of the Industrial Revolution, Brief History of science fiction, or Brief History of the 
battle of Trafalgar. In this same collection he is the author of Universal history in 100 
questions.

Sales pitch
- An informative work on the history of Spain, which selects the one hundred more relevant issues of 
history, explained with rigour, amenity, acuity and intelligence.

- Just like with other titles in the CPE collection, this work has an original format, it is illustrated, clear 
and very educational, because it raises all the knowledge about a topic in a format question-answer with 
a total of 100 items.  

- With this work the reader will be able to respond to the key issues that arise when it comes to knowing, 
and understanding the history of Spain. The author explains the global historical processes (rather than 
the facts indicated as traditional historiography does) so readers know and understand the causes, the 
reasons behind every historical fact. That is, it gives more importance to structural history than to the 
event history. 

- Thanks to this title, the reader will learn why Grenada withstood more than two centuries the threat of 
the Spanish conquest, or if really the War of Succession was a war of Catalonia against Spain.

- Luis Íñigo is an author widely regarded by all readers. He holds a Master’s Degree and PhD in History, 
and is the author of numerous articles, and books on historical themes. Specialist in educational history, 
he has a great capacity for unraveling the complex historical processes, and presents them in a compre-
hensible way. This ability had been demonstrated in other books such as Brief History, or Brief History 
of Spain, I and II, Brief History of the II Spanish Republic, Brief History of the Industrial Revolution, Brief 
History of science fiction, or Brief History of the battle of Trafalgar. In this same collection he is the author 
of Universal history in 100 questions.
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